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Abstract. Web Services is an XML-based technology that has attracted signifi-
cant attention for building distributed Internet services. There have also been 
significant efforts trying to extend it to become a unifying management tech-
nology. An all-encompassing management technology needs to support effi-
cient information retrieval, scalable event management, transaction support for 
configuration management and also security. Previous technologies, such as 
CMIP, SNMP and CORBA  have addressed these aspects poorly, partially or at 
a high cost. This paper proposes an approach to address efficient information 
retrieval in terms of both bulk and selective data transfer. In order to achieve 
this, services modelling management information need to be organized in a hi-
erarchy through service association. In order to achieve service association, in-
formation metadata are defined in secondary endpoints compared to the ones 
where services are deployed and accessed. We have defined a language for ex-
pressing arbitrarily complex information retrieval expressions and implemented 
a parser at the object level that evaluates these expressions, navigates arbitrary 
service associations and returns the results. We demonstrate the use and useful-
ness of the approach in an example usage scenario. 

1   Introduction 

Since the introduction of the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) in the 
early 1990’s and the versions of it that followed, its wide deployment for 
sophisticated network management still raises a lot of concerns. In the 2002 IAB 
Network Management Workshop [1] it became evident that SNMP can not be used 
for sophisticated management since its inneficiencies limit its potential usage to 
relatively simple monitoring. Therefore, alternative technologies are required to meet 
management goals such as efficiency in information retrieval, transaction support, 
security and also reduced development & operational costs. Distributed object 
technologies and, in particular, the Common Object Request Broker Architecture 
(CORBA) was considered as a unifying management technology and, although it has 
come a long way since then, it still has serious inefficiencies. In Corba federation and 
bulk retrieval are not supported, filtering capabilities lack expressiveness, scalability 
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is an issue in addition to the large agent footprint. More recently, the introduction of 
Web Services, coupled with the advent of maturing eXtensible Markup Language 
(XML) technology standards, is seen as a promising approach for faster product 
development, tighter system integration and robust device management [2]. 

Web Services (WS) is an XML technology that encompasses W3C standards such 
as the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [3], the Web Services Definition Lan-
guage (WSDL) [4] and the Universal Discovery Description and Integration protocol 
(UDDI) [5]. Since all these have their CORBA equivalents [7], WS can be used for 
distributed network management in a similar fashion to CORBA. But can they ad-
dress this goal efficiently? Researchers in [6] and [7] compared the performance of 
WS, CORBA and SNMP. The conclusion was that when the amount of information to 
be retrieved increases, so does the efficiency of WS in comparison to SNMP. Smaller 
amounts of data though results in higher traffic for WS. The performance of WS, in 
terms of coding and latency, is poor in comparison to CORBA and SNMP. 

Though the measurements in [6] and [7] show that WS could only be used in man-
agement scenarios where large amounts of data need to be exchanged, this is not nec-
essarily true. WS performance at this stage can yield ambiguous results. As discussed 
in [8] and [9] approaches to resolve issues such as parsing, tranport problems, 
compression and data serialization etc, are still immature.  Moreover the support WS 
provide to create sophisticated requests needs also to be investigated. Emulating the 
behavior of  SNMP’s operations such as GetNext and GetBulk is not a good practice 
when using WS. Such practices deprive any WS-based framework from the ability to 
use alternative sophisticated approaches to perform operations such as complex 
information retrieval. Performance and capabilities are thus inhibited. 

In this paper we introduce a sophisticated approach to achieve true bulk or 
selective information retrieval, a capability that only CMIS/P offers among all 
management technologies, albeit at the cost of complexity and adherence to OSI 
upper layers that are not used widely anymore. In comparison, SNMP has limited 
support for bulk retrieval, mainly due to its mapping to UDP, and has no selective 
retrieval capabilities. Finally, CORBA lacks explicit support for such functionality. 

Since one of our goals is to provide solutions for real management information 
retrieval scenarios, we have used SNMP MIBs modeled as web services to which 
retrieval scenarios are applied.  In order to facilitate information retrieval it was 
important to come up with a way to organize data and services in a hierarchy that 
allows navigation of the information being held. To do this, we came up with a 
scheme to associate services and define arbitrary relationships between them. This 
hierarchical organization allows us to employ  schemes of selective or bulk retrieval. 
This is done by deploying a parser at the object level on the agent side that accepts 
requests in the form of queries from a manager expressed in a language we designed. 
The agent uses the parser to interpret these queries and respond to the manager with 
the data collected from a list of management web services the agent has access to.  

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In section II, we provide an 
analysis of our system model. In section III we present details on how service 
association is performed and how arbitrary service relationships can be defined.  
Section IV discusses details about the information retrieval grammar and the parser 
we developed. In section V we present a usage scenario that demonstrates the use and 
usefulness of our approach. Finally, in section VI we present our conclusions. 
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2   Service Design 

Since the appearance of distributed object technologies, researchers realized the im-
portance of converting SNMP and CMIS/P management information models.  This 
led to the establishment of the Joint Inter Domain Management taskforce (JIDM) that 
produced a translation between the SNMP SMI / CMIS/P GDMO and CORBA’s 
Interface definition Language (IDL). A JIDM-like translation though of SNMP SMI 
to services would be problematic for the same reasons encountered with its mapping 
to IDL. First bulk or selective retrieval is not supported. Second, scalability problems 
may arise when vast amounts of dynamic entities, i.e. SMI table rows, are modeled as 
separate services. As such, we considered an emerging approach for semantic transla-
tion of SNMP MIB’s [7]. In such a translation, there may exist service methods for 
returning commonly accessed groups of single instanced objects, e.g. packet counters. 
In addition, tabular information is accessed collectively through a method that returns 
a table as a list of records. Additional methods may support SNMP-like “get next” or 
“get N next, i.e. get bulk” functionality. This type of modeling adds support for bulk 
data transfer for multiple instanced objects. Still, selective retrieval is not supported. 

2.1   Information Retrieval Approaches 

In WS bulk and selective information retrieval operations could be performed in two 
ways. The first method involves performing filtering actions at the SOAP level with a 
tool such as the XML Path Language (XPath) or similar. Since SOAP’s body is in 
XML, XPath can be used to selectively pick portions of it. Such an approach is not 
problem-free though. Initially, extra latency is added in the retrieval process because 
more data need to be accessed, retrieved and coded in the SOAP body. Moreover, 
according to views expressed in the Network Configuration protocol mailing list, 
XPath is a very heavy tool for filtering purposes. Even a cut down version of XPath 
may still be resource intensive. A second approach to address selective retrieval is to 
perform it within the object code that represents a WS. As such we perform filtering 
before formation of the SOAP body, avoiding extra latency and keeping resource 
usage low by binding selective retrieval to the needs of the information model. 

2.2   Modeling Approach  

Supporting bulk retrieval for both single instance and multiple instance entities re-
quires a collective view of management data across all levels of the data structure. To 
achieve this for SNMP, every MIB is modeled as a service. A level higher from the 
service level an agent has a collective view of all services, organized in a hierarchy 
through service association. The association scheme allows for arbitrary relationships 
to be defined. The agent in the scheme uses a parser to decide based on string expres-
sion queries it receives, the services from which data must be retrieved. Thus the 
agent has both a collective view and a selective capability over the services under-
neath it. At object code level, every service contains single instance and multiple 
instance entities of SNMP data modeled as simple values and tables. Bulk retrieval is 
achieved by three methods with different views on data. One method has access to 
single instance data, the other has view on table data and the third method has view of 
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all the object data. All methods receive string arguments that represent command line 
queries that are interpreted by a parser we have built which decides which data will be 
sent to the manager requesting them. As such, all methods have both bulk and selec-
tive access to the data in their view. In Fig. 1 the translation of the SNMP’s data into 
services is given.  Modeling information this way initially allows a collective view of 
information at various levels (low level of granularity). At the same time a selective 
capability upon any data structure (service, simple data, tables) is offered (high level 
of granularity). Thus, our approach not only allows us to perform selective or bulk 
information retrieval but also to keep the number of services representing manage-
ment data low. Therefore, it tries to avoid complexity and scalability problems.  

 

Fig. 1. Modeling approach 

3   WS Association 

From the information modeling approach presented in the previous section, it is evi-
dent that our scheme has two requirements. Firstly, it requires some means to define 
logical or physical relationships between services. These relationships will make 
navigation and selection of services feasible. These relationships provide an agent 
with a hierarchical view of the services underneath it and easy access to their data. A 
second requirement is that these relationships must be arbitrary so that traversal can 
be based on any relationship. The idea of navigation of arbitrary relationships be-
tween entities modeling management data is originated in [10]. The authors there 
propose to make data retrieval more efficient in CMIS/P by allowing traversal of 
objects based on any relationship and not only containment. Our concept is to define 
different relationships between services and make navigation possible based on them. 
Services though have different access requirements than objects (i.e. more latency). 
Thus, we decided that it is more efficient to make service selection first and only then 
to apply selective actions on the data, in a similar fashion to what CMIS/P does with 
scoping and filtering. With these two requirements satisfied, our agent can selectively 
pick up services according to string expression queries it receives from a manager.  

The remainder of part III continues as follows. In section 3.1 we present the con-
cept of navigating the relationships that are defined between services. In section 3.2 
we present how to define such relationships. 
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3.1   Navigation and Selection of Services 

The common view for a hierarchical organization of entities is that of a tree, where 
elements in the previous level of the tree are connected with containment relation-
ships with the ones in the next level. Navigation among the elements in this tree is 
based on containment. If these elements were services capturing SNMP MIBs and the 
relationships between these services were arbitrary, then a tree such as the one de-
picted in Fig. 2 can be defined.  

Navigation of this tree and selection of services by an agent is possible in our 
scheme, by defining simple expressions that identify a starting point for the search, 
level restrictions for service selection and relationship patterns to follow. A simplified 
Backus Naur Form (BNF) [11] syntax for such an expression is the following: 

<path_selection_exp>::={< startpoint_tag> , <minlevel_tag> , <max-
level_tag> , <pattern_tag>} . 

(1) 

<pattern_tag>::=<identifier> | <pattern_tag> . <identifier> | (<pattern_tag>)! . (2) 

<min_level_tag>::=<integer>  . (3) 

<max_level_tag>::=<integer> .  (4) 

<startpoint_tag>::=<identifier> . (5) 

The path selection expression is dispatched from a manager to an agent in the form of 
a “command line” query expression. The agent uses it to select services based on 
relationship patterns, the level restrictions and the starting point tag. Selective re-
trieval of data from these services is performed only after selection of services has 
been completed. This is achieved by using the parser developed to interpret several 
other expressions that we will present later on. In order to demonstrate the usage of 
the path selection expression, some examples are given. 
 
1) Path selection expression with no Restriction: A path selection expression such 
as the one in equation 6, if used with the information tree of services shown in Fig. 2, 
will cause a number of actions. Upon receiving the expression, the agent will use the 
parser to evaluate its validity. If the expression is valid then the agent will evaluate 
the expression and will start searching the sub-tree defined from the starting point 
(Root in this case) for services which can be reached by following relationships first 
of type r1 and then of type r2.  The services selected are highlighted in Fig. 3. If selec-
tive retrieval expressions are also dispatched, the agent will only return the values that 
match the criteria posed by these expressions, as we will see later. 

}2.1,,,{exp__ rrRootselpath =  (6) 

2) Path selection expression with single level Restriction: For the path selection 
expression in equation 7 the agent will start searching the sub-tree defined from the 
starting point (Root) for services in level 2 to which you can reach following relation-
ships first of type r1 and then r2 .  The selected services are highlighted in Fig. 4 
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}2.1,2,2,{exp__ rrRootselpath =  (7) 

            

           Fig. 2. General relationship tree                   Fig. 3. Service selection no Restriction 

3) Path selection expression with multiple level Restriction: In the case where the 
path selection expression has multi-level restriction, as in equation 8, the agent will 
search the sub-tree defined from the starting point (Root) for services in level 2 and 3 
which can be reached by first following relationships of type r1 and then r2. The se-
lected services are highlighted in Fig. 5 

}2.1,3,2,{exp__ rrRootselpath =  (8) 

4) Fringe Services: In all the above service selection examples the agent visits one 
after the other all services included in the sub-tree whose head node is the start node 
tag. For every selection the agent makes, it evaluates for every service node whether 
each pattern tag in the relation pattern can be followed or not, thus there is a recursive 
evaluation of the binary state of each pattern tag in the relation pattern. The recursive 
evaluation of each pattern tag on a sequence of pattern tags can allow detection of 
services where the relation pattern cannot be followed. These services are called 
 

              

Fig. 4.  Service selection single restriction         Fig. 5. Service selection multiple restriction 
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fringe services. An example of a path selection expression that captures services 
where type r1 relationships cannot be followed is given in equation 9. The services 
that are selected are highlighted in Fig. 6 

})!1(,,,{exp__ rRootselpath =  (9) 

 

Fig. 6. Service selection for fringe Services 

3.4   Service Association 

In order to use the selection scheme described previously, a method to define relations 
between services is required. A simple scheme to define such relationships if con-
tainment was the only option would be to use a simple naming scheme to define the 
endpoint URIs where services are deployed. Such a scheme would be to use the num-
ber of slashes “/” in the endpoint URI to denote the level in a hierarchy where a ser-
vice is offered, the tag after the last slash to denote the name of the service and the tag 
before it to denote its parent.  However, relationships between data may not only be 
containment. The definition of other relations must also be possible, so that the defini-
tion of actions between data and conversation scenarios between services is feasible. 

One way to define relationships between services is to provide metadata about 
them. Initially we considered certain WS standards for the job. WS-Addressing [14] 
and WS-MetadataExchange (WS-MEX) [15] are such standards. WS-MEX specifies 
the messages that applications exchange in order to retrieve service metadata.  WS-
MEX is intended though as a retrieval mechanism for only service description data. 
Because introduction of metadata services will increase unnecessarily latency and 
memory requirements WS-Addressing was considered as another solution. WS-
Addressing was initially designed to provide service endpoints with capabilities such 
as multi protocol and interface information support. This is achieved by adding ser-
vice endpoint references (ER) to endpoint’s Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs). 
ERs are adding information to WS messages so that applications can support various 
exchange patterns than simple request responses. WS-addressing allows notification 
standards to provide asynchronous event reporting and subscription.  It can be used 
though in a different way. WS-Addressing could be used to add information about 
service relationships. The addition of a metadata element in the standard to provide a 
consuming application with WSDL information also allows the provision of other 
metadata about a service. Still work on WS-Addressing is not finalized, while the 
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standard and the metadata element is not supported by many open source toolkits. 
Thus, we had to find other means to support metadata information about service rela-
tionships until work in WS-addressing is finalized and open source toolkits support it. 

Providing metadata about service relationships requires a simple and flexible 
scheme. In WS, WSDL allows to define the interface that services expose and the 
access point where they are offered. A WSDL document consists of an abstract part 
acting as an access stub and a concrete part affecting its behavior. The interface tag of 
the abstract part describes sequences of messages a service sends and/or receives. It 
does this by grouping related messages into operations. An operation is a sequence of 
input and output messages, and an interface is a set of operations [4]. The endpoint 
component of the concrete part defines the particulars of a specific endpoint where a 
service is accessed [4]. A service consists of its instance and its endpoint and the later 
is as important as the former. Most service properties and settings reside there.  

The organization of WSDL and the structure it enforces on its constituent parts al-
lows us to do three things. First, it allows manipulation of the level of transparency 
[12]. Secondly, the granularity of services can be altered [12]. Third it permits three 
distinct ways to deploy services. The most common way of deployment is by allow-
ing access to an entire object through an interface. Service WS0 in Fig. 7 shows this 
deployment scenario. The WSDL document in this case contains one service tag re-
ferring to one binding and one endpoint tag. The second deployment scenario seen in 
Fig. 7 is for service WS1 where access to a service is through multiple access points. 
In this case the WSDL document for this service contains one service tag which in-
cludes multiple endpoint tags (two in this case) referring to the same binding tag. The 
third deployment scenario is seen for services WS2 and WS3. In this scenario two 
interfaces to the same object are offered by defining multiple endpoint elements for 
the same service element, which refer to different binding elements. 

For our association scheme use of the second deployment scheme was made. The 
multiple access points of this scheme provide us with the means to define metadata 
about service relationships.  In our proposal, every service has a primary access point 
to provide access to it. For every relationship a service has with another service, the 
latter will define a secondary URI. This secondary URI provides metadata about the 
relationship that the two services share with a syntax that complies with RFC 3986 
[13] about URIs. The syntax for the primary and the secondary URIs is given in (10) 
and (11). Parsing secondary URIs provides agents with a view of the association tree. 

   

Fig. 7. Service deployment scenarios              Fig. 8. Association scenario with endpoints 
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In Fig. 8 primary and secondary URIs for all services sharing two types of relations 
are provided. Service ST-E1 has only one URI to allow access to it. Services ST-E2 
and ST-E3 have 3 URIs, the primary and two secondary ones for both the r1 and r2 
types of relations they share with other services. All third level services contain one 
primary one secondary URI to show an association of type r1 with other services. 

Primary_URI =http://serverURL:serverPort/primaryServiceTag (10) 

Secondary_URI=http://serverURL:serverPort/sendingServiceTag-
serviceLevel_recipientServiceTag-serviceLevel.relationTag 

(11) 

 

4   Selective Retrieval at Service Level 

So far we have explained how bulk data retrieval is possible by providing a collective 
view upon data accessible by services at the agent level through service association 
and at the service level through specific methods that have collective access to the 
data. Path selection expressions allow our agent to deploy a selective capability on the 
services modeling the management information. To add filtering as selective retrieval 
capability on the management data within a service, our parser also evaluates data 
selection expressions sent to it by the manager. These expressions mandate which 
information from the service should be selected by the agent. 

4.1   Data Selection Expressions 

SNMP contains two types of data, single and multiple instance (tabular) ones. The 
BNF syntax for the data selection expression for single instance data is the following: 

<sgl_slct_exp>::={<identifier > | <sgl_slct_exp >, <identifier> } . (12) 

An example expression for retrieving the ipIndelivers, tcpOutSegs and the tcpInSegs 
from the TCP and IP MIB would be the following: 

sgl_slct_exp={tcpInSegs,tcpOutSegs,ipInDelivers} . (13) 

Retrieving multiple instance entities is a bit more complex since it requires an expres-
sion to define which entities need be retrieved and a filtering expression to retrieve 
only part of the data that meet specific criteria. The BNF syntax for the multi-instance 
selection expression and the filter expression is the following: 

<mult_slct_exp>::={<mult_inst_tag> | <mult_slct_exp>, <mult_inst_tag >} . (14) 

<mult_inst_tag>::=<identifier>([] | [<integer>-<integer>] | [< integer>] | [< 
integer>(< | >)><letter>(> |<)< integer>]) . 

(15) 

<flt_exp>::={<mult_inst_tag ><relational operator> <value>| <flt_exp > 
<space><logical_operator><space> <flt_exp>} 

(16) 

<value>::=<integer>|<string> (17) 

A usage example for retrieving all TCP connections is given in (18). 
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ml_slct_exp={tcpConnEntry[ ]} (18) 

The filter expression for retrieving only FTP and HTTP connections is given in (19). 

flt_exp= {tcpConnLocalPort = 22 OR tcpConnLocalPort =80} (19) 

5   Usage Scenario 

To demonstrate a case where fairly complex network management data must be re-
trieved, we present a use case scenario. In the configuration of Fig. 9, consisting of 
five IP routers and 6 Local Area Networks (LAN), LAN N2 receives substantial traf-
fic from an HTTP server it hosts. Both N2 and R1 are able to cope with this traffic. At 
some point though, a user in LAN4 creates more traffic by transferring large files 
from an FTP server in LAN3. As a result R1 and LAN2 exceed their handling capac-
ity. The cause of congestion in router R1 must be detected by the Central Manage-
ment System (CMS) responsible for managing the overall network. 

        

                   Fig. 9. LAN configuration                 Fig. 10. Service association for usage scenario 

Assuming the tree of services in Fig. 10 deployed in every host and router on the 
network, the CMS should be notified when congestion builds up and take appropriate 
actions. On notification the CMS must determine the cause of congestion and take 
actions to alleviate it.  In Fig. 10, services IP, TCP, and Interfaces model the corre-
sponding SNMP MIB groups. Other MIBs may also be captured as services but they 
are omitted. The TCP Service contains two services that model TCP single instance 
data and TCP connections. The Interfaces service breaks into a number of services 
representing the interface MIB data of every interface of the managed device. In  
Fig. 10, other generic services such as an event service or a logging service might also 
be present. To keep things simple we have omitted a WS-based notification service 
and assume that notifications to the CMS are sent from the services that produce 
them. In the future we will investigate creation of a flexible and scalable WS-based 
notification service. At the moment when the traffic congestion threshold is crossed 
on interface N2 the relevant interface monitoring service notifies the CMS; we  
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assume here that the CMS has activated the interface monitoring service in R1 Upon 
receiving this notification, the CMS must try to determine the cause of congestion.  

The CMS should retrieve information about the load that TCP connections be-
tween the various subnetworks are imposing on the interface N2 of router R1. Such 
information is not provided by SNMP MIBs. Such an option would be available, if 
MIBs would be capable to capture incoming and outgoing traffic per TCP connection 
or use the RMON MIB to capture link layer traffic. In our case, let’s assume that the 
TCP MIB is equipped with such data in the TCP connection table under two variables 
called tcpConnInSegs and tcpConnOutSegs. In this case, the CMS should start moni-
toring hosts with Web or FTP servers and try to identify TCP connections with high 
segment counters and also high segment rates. 

Path_slct_exp={TCP Monitor Srv,NULL,NULL,empty} (20) 

flt_exp={ (tcpConnLocalPort = 22 OR tcpConnLocalPort =80) AND          
( tcpConnInSegs>thres_value OR tcpConnOutSegs>thres_value) 

(21) 

For the CMS to inform the agent which data it requires to retrieve from the TCP 
monitoring service, it should dispatch to the agent the expressions in (20) and (21). 
On receiving these two expressions, the agent picks up from the TCP monitoring 
service only TCP connections for applications on well known ports, usually known to 
produce traffic. Such applications are FTP and HTTP on ports 22 and 80 respectively. 
In addition, the filter expression tells the agent to only retrieve connections whose 
incoming or outgoing traffic exceeds a certain threshold. This way the manager will 
acquire a few possible candidates responsible for creating congestion. With further 
monitoring on these connections, it can determine the behavior of each one in terms 
of segment rate and possibly identify remote hosts through tcpConnRemAddress that 
cause the extra traffic. Without the functionality we support, the whole of the remote 
TCP connection table would need to be retrieved, and this would incur a lot of addi-
tional traffic to the already congested network. This is a relatively simple scenario but 
other scenarios also exist where a lot more information that belongs to different ser-
vices must be selectively retrieved. One such case may be the selective retrieval of 
data from the logging service in order to trace particular series of events. 

6   Conclusion 

This paper presents an approach to address efficient information retrieval using Web 
Services. Viewing management information collectively at various levels of the man-
agement hierarchy addresses the problem of bulk retrieval. Using a parser to interpret 
expressions that highlight only specific data to be retrieved solves the problem of 
selective retrieval. The collective and selective capability we provide in our approach 
allows manipulation of management information at a fine level of granularity.   

In order to support collective view of data at the object level, we deployed methods 
that view SNMP single instance or multiple instance data as a whole. To do the same 
at the service level we developed a scheme that defines arbitrary relationships be-
tween services. In order to allow the navigation and selection of services based on any 
relationship we developed a parser that interprets appropriate expressions. In order to 
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perform selective retrieval at the object level, the same parser interprets another series 
expressions to highlight the data that will be selected.  

We have developed both the parser which performs the path and data selection ex-
pression interpretation and the service association usage scenario to test its applicabil-
ity. This was all done in Java 1.4.2.10 using the regex machine it provides. We used 
two WS toolkits to deploy these services, Apache AXIS and WASP, and we also plan 
to provide performance data in the future. Until now we have only used custom-made 
events that are dispatched directly from the services that produce them to the same 
“hardwired” manager. We will be investigating a proper notification service in the 
near future, tracking also work that has taken place in relevant standards bodies.  
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